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SUPERIOR STRIPING

CHAD JUNG

RAMSEY

MN

"Since we installed the laser we are NO longer using string line or chalk lines. This has greatly
reduced the amount of labor and has improved our finished product."

ADVANCED WORKZONE
SERVICES

JASON GOAD

MUSCOGEE

OK

"These have done nothing but help our quality and speed up our striping operation. We are
very pleased with this product."

DAN SWAYZE

DAN SWAYZE

SCOTCH PLAINS

NJ

"This laser is AWSOME!" Saves 50% labor for restripe jobs. Striped 1000 lines in 4 hours!"

MARATHON SOLUTIONS
MARK ESTRADA
GROUP, LLC

LINES PLUS

WARE-EVER PAVEMENT
MAINTENANCE CO.

DAVID HUNTER

DENNIS WARE

HOUSTON

TX

COMMENT

"My company recently purchased the GL1000 after seeing the demo over at NPE. It looked
like a cool product, so we took the chance. And oh man, it has exceeded our expectations.
Not only did our productivity increase, but the overall quality of the finished product has been
flawless. The GL has made us look at Striping in a whole new way. From New layouts to ReStripes it has a use. It also has become an effective learning tool for our new guys...Not to
mention, it's really cool when you get customers or other Stripers stop in their tracks just to
check out your awesome laser!"
"I could go on and on about this product."

"We love our GL1000! It saves time, improves
THORNLANDS,
accuracy, and is a quality unit. The new adjustable mounting system is a great upgrade, and
AUSTRALIA
QLD
makes fine adjustment a breeze.I can't speak highly enough of after sales support and advice!
Great product, solid company behind it."

TIGARD

OR

"The GL 1000 is the real deal! If you are a one person operation, the GL1000 will make those
new layouts something to look forward to instead of dreading. No more dragging around
weighted buckets to hold the other end of your chalk strings. You can now be as efficient as
any traditional multi-person operation. For the larger companies, the GL1000 will definitely
save you money and time."

PAUL CARTWRIGHT
CONSTRUCTION INC.

M&M ASPHALT
MAINTENANCE

HIGHWAY GRAPHICS LLC

PAUL
CARTWRIGHT

FRANK J. MELE
JR.

ARCADIA

WINDBER

JEREMIAH
WEST MONROE
CHAMBERLAIN

FL

"I purchased the GL1000 several months ago and was having problems with getting it aligned.
I called LaserLine and they promptly sent out a new mount for the unit making the initial
alignment much easier. A lot can be said for a company that immediately takes care of its
problems and they were there to insure that I was happy with the product.
As far as the product itself, I do a lot of airport work where long lines are required and the GL
1000 with the shadow box eliminates pulling strings. Being in Florida with our bright skies,
the shadow box is still able to produce the laser line. Great product that not only improves
your lines but also speeds your production up."

PA

"All I can say is, wow. It’s refreshing to use and own a quality product that actually does what
it’s supposed to. I only used it for about 5 hours, but I cannot imagine not having it from this
point forward. Been painting lines for a long time and yesterday I painted some of the
straightest lines I ever have (with tremendous ease). I was also able to correct a 300-car
parking lot full of crooked and misaligned parking rows. We then worked into the
evening/night and I was able to use the laser on the ground which was neat."

LA

After seeing the display at the 2016 Attsa Show our company decided to purchase the GL1000
with GL 1700 Assist Laser System for our Trantex Thermoplastic Handliner Model 360m. Since
installing the system on both of our machines our layout time has been cut drastically and our
lines are straighter than ever with little effort in training. The Traditional Pointer Bar requires
constant adjusting for varying Extrusion Die Sizes. With the GL1700 System we are able to
simply move the laser guidance on the fly. The biggest difference we enjoyed was the lack of
a Bar for employees to kick out of alignment, Without a Bar to line up training has become
easier as the trainer sees the guide in the same spot as the Operator without Height and angle
playing any part in the equation. I have since upgraded both my Marker setting Truck and
Grinders with the system to increase productivity and decrease mistakes in alignment. We
are now purchasing the system to mount on all hand operated equipment.

Last year I had read about the GL1000 Laser in one of the striping magazines and decided to
purchase one.

JEBCO

PAUL JEBBETT

CORTLAND

NY

Before I purchased the GL1000 I would use a string with a weight on one end to run from
point A to point B and stripe alongside of the string. The weight I used was only about 4 lbs.
and when I would align the opposite end and pull too hard I would pull the weight off its mark
and would have to walk back and reposition.
This year I purchased a new Graco LineLazer V 3900 with Auto Layout along with the GL1700
Pointer Laser for your start and stops. I took the GL1000 off my old striper and installed it on
this new machine and it is working very well.
Both lasers are quality built and save me many steps. This new method has increased my
productivity by at least 30%.

ALL STRIPE &
POWERWASH

LANDON
ESQUIVEL

GRAPEVINE

TX

"The Gl1000 Laser is ideal for a Professional Parking Lot Striper seeking to reduce fatigue and
labor costs from large lay out jobs. The Gl1000 increases productivity, profitability, and
quality. It is a great tool to train your crew and easy to install and calibrate. I have used it all
over DFW and highly recommend it to a Professional Parking Lot Striper."

Mike, Last spring I saw the online video of your GL-1000. I’ve been striping parking lots in
Montana for about 20 years. I have 6 stripers and 3 riders. I stripe around 150-200 lots a
summer from malls to small office buildings. I recently purchased the new Graco Line Laser V
and I wanted to try your laser attachment. After a little trial and error, I started getting the
hang of making sure I was shooting a long straight line.
Since I started striping, my wife has always helped me with layout, chalking, and traffic
control. After 20 years she is starting to make noises like: “I don’t want to do this much
longer.” So as we continued to use the GL-1000 throughout the summer, we found more and
more advantages to using the laser vs regular chalk layout.

ANOTHER PETERS
PAINTING

MIKE PETERS

BOZEMAN

MT

We still had to measure stall dimensions, but often times it was much quicker to just use the
laser instead of chalk. One of the biggest advantages was striping on windy days. Pulling a 40’
chalk line in the wind is almost impossible to get a line without a curve. Wind does not bend a
laser beam of light. If our target was accurate, we could put down a perfectly straight 300’
line in the wind. Also we were able to align the end marks by just shooting the laser across
the start stripe and the last end stripe, and then marking the ends in between. Lastly, we are
able to align up to 4-5 rows of parking in large lots with very little noticeable deviation on line
of sight.
Bottom line, much more often I was able to work on a lot without help since I didn’t need to
chalk lines. Wind is not near as difficult to work in, and I think it cuts our time on each lot by
30-50%. I think it can easily pay for itself in time saved and greater profitability over the
course of just one summer. If you don’t have many lots to work on, it might take a little
longer, but it is fun to use, and worth a longer investment. One more thought! People can’t
help coming over to see your laser in action, and it creates a ‘WOW’ factor that is good
advertising for your business! Thanks for a great product!

PRO SEAL ASPHALT
MAINTENANCE INC.
A-LINE STRIPING &
SWEEPING

JOHN STANLEY

CHAZ TORRES

PALMYRA

WATERLOO

PA

IA

I would like to give a review on the laser line GL1000 that I bought and used. I was
amazed after I got it all lined up. It's a gold mind for my company!!!
I love this thing. All the time we used to waste and man power. We always took our time to
make sure our work was perfect, having the lasers just makes it that much easier and yeah we
always had to look down at a string line so looking up isn't all that different. It's a game
changer. We have one laser, we are purchasing another one once work picks up

McCONNELL PAINTING
CORP.

PRO LINES

SUPERIOR LINE STRIPING

Cross Roads Pavement
Markings Inc.

A FINE LINE STRIPING
SERVICES INC.

MARC
McCONNELL

DEREK BENSON

AJ CELLA

SHREVEPORT

EAST BETHEL

MORGAN TOWN

DANNY RAVARY CORNWALL, ON

WAYNE JOYCE

GREENSBORO

LA

MN

PA

Bought the GL1000 Guidance Laser for a 10,000 stall parking lot and it increased our
productivity 50% if not more. We striped 400-500 foot lines with ease and they have never
been straighter! Much straighter and faster than chalking. This Laser is Amazing!
The GL1000 is an absolute must if you wanna have the best lines in the game. Not only is their
product exactly as advertised, but the owner and staff are some of the nicest folks I have
dealt with. This laser has made me the go to guy for many paving contractors around
Minnesota because my lines are laser straight, all thanks to Mike's fantastic product. Thanks
again guys!!!

I am absolutely thrilled with the GL1000. I bought a new LineLazer V and the GL1000
at a trade show this spring. With out a doubt it is the best combination out there.
Since I no longer have to snap chalk lines, my jobs are much quicker, cleaner and
more profitable. The laser has paid for itself several times already this year just in the
man hours it has saved. I recently ordered 2 more so I don't have to keep switching
the laser over to a different machine every time I paint a different color.

I got your contact info from the boys at Marathon Solutions. First I want to say I’ve recently
CANADA purchased the GL1000 and absolutely love it. It is game changing, I like it so much I just
bought a second for my other striper.

NC

I want to let you know how much we love the GL1000. It has made a major improvement to
the consistency and quality of our striping. I was encouraged by comments I had read from
other stripers on the GL1000, so I took the chance AND boy am I glad I did! I have always
wanted my guys to stripe straight lines. I am really picky on this. I know that since we started
using the GL1000, no one puts paint down any straighter than we do. We use it on all our
striping projects. Hate to think we had a job where we couldn't use it. Plus, whenever I have
any questions, you and your service team have been so good to help me out. I could go on
and on about how we love the GL1000! It's a great product and just so cool as well.
Sincerely,
Wayne Joyce
A Fine Line Striping Services Inc.

The laser that you make is phenomenal. It has cut our layout time down by 50% We can now
paint lines at 1000 feet and more without snapping those old fashioned chalk lines.
Even 18 feet stalls are a breeze.
STRIPE A LOT

SIMON WHITE &
ROSS PREVETT

RIDGEFIELD

CT

Best,
Simon White. & Ross Prevett.
Stripe a lot. Ridgefield. Ct.

A few years ago several of my friends talked about the GL1000 laser and then after seeing a
demonstration at one of the NPE Expos, I purchased one. I received the GL1000 laser,
installed it and followed the printed directions. Initially, I had trouble calibrating the unit and
got frustrated. I ended up putting the laser and the shadow box on the shelf in my shop. The
laser sat there for about a year.

RANDAZZO LINE
STRIPING &
SEALCOATING

Recently I had seen a YouTube video on how to calibrate the laser. I thought, I can do that. I
had a project coming up where I had to stripe a temporary lot on gravel, I thought this would
be the perfect place to give the laser another try. This time the laser worked like a charm.
DAVE
RANDAZZO

LAMBERTVILLE

NJ

When pairing the GL1000 laser with the auto layout feature from Graco I can see the two
items increasing my production and reducing my layout time.
Thanks again!
Randazzo Line Striping & Sealcoating
118 S Franklin St
Lambertville, NJ 08530
Check us out online at www.randazzoline.com

Connecticut Pavement
Brandon Noel
Marking

Killingworth

CT

Just wanted to drop you all a line thanking you for the striping laser. I've be in business for
over 20 years and this product has changed my operation forever. Anyone not adopting this
technoligy is throwing away money. Drasticly improved productivity and true laser straight
lines. You couldn't pay me to give it back . Thanks

Unbelievable equipment and technology!!! I've been striping for 24 years, and this
technology has transformed my business in numerous ways already, and I've only really been
using it this year. I anticipate even greater benefits once fully integrated.

Smith & Sons Seal
Coating

Delmer Smith

Englewood

OH

The laser line folks' support has been phenomenal!! Numerous times Mike has walked me
through setup and operational issues that have basically trained me along the way. Mike is
very personable and very fair in working within my budget to equip all 5 of my machines. So
much so, that I recently purchased another striper and are in the process of getting another
complete laser system.
It's nice to still experience old-fashioned customer service done the right way!

Traffic Safety Solutions

Brad Kusko

Nesconset

NY

Linex Striping Company

Kris Kuehnert

Canadensis

PA

Brent Powers Striping

Brent Powers

Dawson

MN

ProSeal Asphalt
Maintenance Inc.

John Stanley

Palmyra

PA

I Do Lines

Chris Flora

Sullivan

MO

Keep up the good work Mike, and I greatly appreciate your support through our transition
phase from the old way to the best way!!!!
Since using the GL1000, the quality of workmanship and speed in getting jobs done has
increased tremendously. It's a no-brainer to switch from chalk lines and chains to using a
laser. The cost pays for itself after a few jobs with decreased labor and speed. Couldn't
recommend it enough!
We just did a layout & stripe at a church 365 spaces. No chalk lines! BAM! Done by lunchtime
thanks to the GL1000 Laser.
Laser line makes work so much faster and accurate! I don't think I could do a job without it! I
hope my competition doesn't find out about laser line because I have the ability to bid
cheaper and still make more money.
I just bought a 5900 series stripper with a Laser Kit. This would be my 4th machine and 3rd
laser kit! I am so glad I found this because I never stripe without it! I love painting at night. I
always say, if you don’t have a laser, you're not painting enough! Another great thing about it
is that I can paint alone and at my own pace. I have attached a video of my recent job with
the laser.
I have been striping for 3 years. 3 months ago I decided to order the gl1000 after my dot laser
broke. The gl1000 not only helped make a straighter and more accurate line but it helped
speed up my production. This was important at the end of the season when I realized I was
still 43 jobs deep. I was able to push and finish 7-10 decent size parking lots all within a 150
mile radius. I highly recommend this for new and veteran stripers. This is the easiest product
to train new hires on.

A Fine Line Striping
Services, Inc

Nelco Commercial
Maintenance Inc.

Contract Paint

Wayne Joyce

Kenneth Nelson
Vice President of
Operations

Steve Diehl

GREENSBORO

Mobile

Bedford

NC

AL

PA

I have always wanted our striping guys to stripe the best line possible. Straight, clean and
crisp. But that doesn't always happen. Since we purchased the GL 1000 2 years ago, I firmly
believe we stripe the straightest line of any competitors in our area. As a striper, you can't
help but look at the lines in any parking lot you go to and compare them with the quality of
work you perform. The GL 1000 has been the single best investment for the money we have
purchased. Once the laser is calibrated, which is fast and easy, you are on your way to striping
beautifulI straight lines and it is so much easier to train new guys as well. I can't say enough
good things about the GL 1000. It's well made. Great battery life and wonderful customer
service if ever needed. No matter how good you are, the GL 1000 will make you better!
Laserline Mfg.,
Honestly, I could write several testimonials about our experience with the GL 1000. We
purchased our first unit in November of 2017 for a Walmart Distribution Center job. Our old
method of painting straight lines consisted of pulling strings and dotting lines. And that
worked fine in most cases. But, the challenge we faced with the WDC project was being able
to paint a dozen lines over 1000 ft long and keep them straight. I knew we couldn't use our
old method so I began researching the internet and I found that the best solution, and the
only solution was to purchase a GL 1000. The owner of our company was skeptical at first. He
wasn’t happy that I made the purchase but I assured him I would pay him back personally if it
didn't work. Long story short, One week into the job, he was explaining how it worked to
everyone that walked by, as if the entire thing was his idea from the beginning. Everyone at
our company loves it. No one will attempt to stripe without it now. Needless to say, we
bought a second GL 1000 a couple months after the first one. Thanks for making such a great
product.

We have been using the GL1000 for 2 years. Best way to paint straight lines without the mess
of a chalk line not to mention the time it saves. I mounted a collapsible orange cone on the top
of the target for safety and ease of picking it up to move it. The GL1000 is by far the best
investment I could have made. Thanks for a top of the line product. Steve

B&D Striping, LLC

Advanced Texas Striping

Randy Schwake Inver Grove Hts

Mark Steinke

Haslet

MN

Dear Laserline Folks,
I purchased my first Laserline GL1000 in 2014 and now own 3 of them and have added 3
GL1700s and have never looked back.
I wouldn’t stripe without my Laserline lasers because of the efficiency factor and quality. I
used to think I needed another body or two on larger layout jobs but can now can handle
almost any size job on my own especially at night.
I love striping at night (daytime is fine too but I have to move the Alignment Target) with the
GL1000. Once I do the layout with my Graco 3900 auto layout I can shoot lines without any
help. The paint dots light up like magic when the laser hits them and I am off to the races.
People have commented that I look like a spaceship out there with all the lights and green
lasers and are impressed with the technology.
The more I have used my GL1000s and GL1700s the more creative I have gotten with using
them. I align my GL1700 so it rides on the left edge of the line and can make single lines I have
to shoot both ways look seamless. This is especially helpful behind pillars in parking garages.
Your service has been fantastic from the get-go. Thank you so much for everything!

TX

Great Job Laserline!! I have to say, the GL1000 is a game changer in our industry. My lines,
short and long are straighter than they would be without it. I use the laser not only for long
straight lines but also to mark my stall ends so they are all equal. This saves me huge
amounts of time not popping chalk lines. It’s also a handy tool to use when working on
restripes. The laser points out where the old lines are not straight, and I use the laser to guide
me to spray over the old lines with new straight ones. At night, I can shoot my laser and
visually see how my stripe will look over very long distances before I paint. During the day, I
use the Alignment targets which work well even on the brightest days. I started out with only
one machine having the laser, now I have it on all my machines and will have it on all future
machines. You can teach new employees how to paint straight lines in a short period of time
and the end result looks better than most guys with years of experience who don’t use the
laser. This tool makes my job much easier and increases productivity and quality!! Oh and
don’t forget the Dot Laser which takes the guess work out of where your spray tip is. With
this laser you know exactly where your paint is going to be!

Mike Keathley

Mike Keathley

La Vernia

TX

Laserline Mfg; Let's talk about them and their customer service. So I go and order me a
complete GL1000 set up including the battery. I also ordered the GL1700… with the battery
too. I received a call from them a couple days later. They wanted to know if I was going to run
both lasers on ther same machine. I told them yes. They then told me that I didnt need the
second battery kit and they would be refunding me the difference in price. Not only that...
they were going to throw in another shadow box for me. I know it's not much in the grand
scheme of things, but that's pretty effin' baddass customer service if you ask me! There's a lot
of dishonesty in this industry. I've struggled with it in the past. I refuse to bash others but I will- commend others for stepping up and LaserLine Mfg stepped up. It would have been
supper easy for them to take my money and never look back. They didn't. Way to go,
LaserLine mfg!

